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Abstract: An exhaustive description of interrogative sentences in the conventional version, the silk manuscripts and the bamboo slips of *Tao Te Ching* is done by qualitative approach. It is feasible to apply the Interrogative Feature Attraction Hypothesis to the explanation of the syntactic features of wh-questions in *Tao Te Ching*, and thus it is of great theoretical significance to the study of linguistic universality.
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1. Introduction

*Tao Te Ching*, also called *Laozi*, a classic work before Qin Dynasty in ancient China, is a significant source of Taoist philosophy. The bamboo slips of *Tao Te Ching* [7] found in the Chu Dynastic Tomb at Guodian are written in three books of Book A, Book B and Book C. The silk scripts [6] are written in volume one and volume two. Volume one is called Te Ching and volume two is called Tao Ching originally, in which no chapters are subdivided. Later on Tao Ching is arranged in the first volume, and Te Ching in the second volume, in which 81 chapters are subdivided with about 5000 Chinese characters as a whole. The silk manuscript of *Tao Te Ching* is the earliest complete version of philosophical works in Chinese history. There are too many versions of *Tao Te Ching*, among which the traditional ancient classic version, the silk manuscript version and the bamboo slip version are the most popular. The bamboo slips of *Tao Te Ching* is the earliest ever existed version whose academic value has been well claimed, whereas the traditional ancient classic version is the most influential one with widespread popularity and the most numerous translated versions [5]. The most popular versions of *Tao Te Ching* in Chinese history are the Heshanggong version in Han Dynasty and the Wangbi version in Cao Wei Dynasty. Before Qing Dynasty, there had been more than 103 versions of *Tao Te Ching*, but the most valued versions in the academic circle are the Wangbi version and the two copies of silk manuscripts of Book A and Book B unearthed from Mawangdui, Changsha. The distribution of interrogative sentences in the bamboo slips. The silk manuscripts and the handed-down version of *Tao Te Ching* will be described respectively and the feature checking of interrogative features will be dealt with in the following sections in order to reveal the universality of interrogation in Chinese.

There are 39 interrogative sentences in the handed-down traditional version of *Tao Te Ching*, among which 12 sentences are yes-no questions, up to 30.8% of the total, and 27 sentences are wh-questions, up to 69.2% of the total interrogative sentences in *Tao Te Ching*. There are 37 interrogative sentences in the silk manuscript of *Tao Te Ching* unearthed from the Han Dynasty Tomb in Mawangdui, among which 15 are yes-no questions, up to 40.5% of the total interrogative sentences in the silk manuscript, and 22 are wh-questions, up to 59.5% of the total. In the bamboo slips of *Tao Te Ching*, there are only 12 wh-questions.

In the following sections, the author will first describe the interrogative sentences in the bamboo slips, the silk manuscripts and the handed-down classic version of *Tao Te Ching*, and a syntactic explanation will be made based on the adequate description in Section 2 and Section 3.

2. Yes-No Questions in *Tao Te Ching*
2.1. Yes-No Questions in the Traditional Handed-Down Version of *Tao Te Ching*

In the traditional handed-down version of *Tao Te
There are altogether 12 yes-no questions, usually marked with the question particles of “hu”/ “ye”/ “yu” at the end of the sentences. These particles in archaic Chinese are used similarly in function with the modern Chinese question particle “ma”, which all carry interrogative features and play a very important syntactic and semantic role in yes-no interpretation [11]. In fact, the modern Chinese grammarian tends to regard “hu” in archaic Chinese as the same functional question marker as the modern Chinese question particle “ma” used at the end of yes-no questions in modern Chinese [15].

There are 8 yes-no questions in the traditional handed-down version of Tao Te Ching ended with the interrogative particle “hu”.

(1) Tiandi zhijian, qi you tuoyuehu? (Chapter 5)
   - Universe in-between it like bellows PART.
   - “Inside the universe is it like the bellows?”

(2) Zaiyin pobaoyi, neng wu li hu? (Chapter 10)
   - Carry form soul embrace one, can no separation PART.
   - “Can the form and soul carry life along never be separated from each other?”

(3) Zhanmanqizhirou, neng ru yinger hu? (Chapter 10)
   - Special Qi cause tenderness, can like baby PART.
   - “Can the tenderness brought by special Qi be like a baby’s?”

(4) Dicu xuanlan, neng wu ci hu? (Chapter 10)
   - Cleanse inner-mind can no flaw PART.
   - “Can the inner mind be cleansed without any flaw?”

(5) Aiminzi guo, neng wu wei hu? (Chapter 10)
   - Love people govern country can no deed PART.
   - “Can the love of the people and governance of the country be done without doing anything against the nature?”

(6) Tianmenkaihe, neng wei ci hu? (Chapter 10)
   - Universe door open close can do female PART.
   - “Can the door of the universe open and close naturally without being intentionally interfered?”

(7) Mingbaisiona, neng wu zhi hu? (Chapter 10)
   - Unequivocacy mastery, can no knowledge PART.
   - “Can the unequivocal mastery be done without any knowledge?”

(8) Fei hu? (Chapter 39)
   - Non PART.
   - “Is it non?”

There are 3 interrogative sentences in the traditional handed-down version of Tao Te Ching ended with the interrogative particle “ye”.

(9) feiyi xiweiyue? (Chapter 7)
   - Non with it no selfishness PART.
   - “Isn’t it without any selfishness?”

(10) cifei yijian wei ye? (Chapter 39)
   - This non with base is basis PART.
   - “Isn’t this baseness regarded as the basis?”

(11) jiu yue, ye zuiyi yian ye? (Chapter 62)
   - Pursue with gain have sin with exempt PART.
   - “Does it exempt sin by gaining it without any pursuit?”

Only 1 interrogative sentence is found in the traditional handed-down version of Tao Te Ching ended with the interrogative particle “yu”.

(12) tianzhi dao, qi you zhanggong ye? (Chapter 77)
   - Universe of law it like bending a bow PART.
   - “Is the law of the universe like the bending of a bow?”

From the above examples, we can see that the yes-no questions in the traditional handed-down version of Tao Te Ching are marked with the question particles “hu”, “ye” or “yu”, these question particles carry interrogative force with them and can be applied to the interrogative reading of the sentences.

2.2. Yes-No Questions in the Silk Manuscripts Version of Tao Te Ching

The unearthed version of Tao Te Ching from the Han Dynasty Tomb in Mawangdui, Changsha is believed to be the silk manuscripts of Tao Te Ching in the Western Han Dynasty (206 B.C.-A.D. 24). In this silk version 8 yes-no questions are found to be ended with the question particle “hu” (the characters in [ ] are added in the blanks of the unearthed manuscripts), of which the first sentence is taken from the Te Ching and the others from Tao Ching.

(13) weiyou dao zhe hu? (Te Ching)
   - Only have Dao zhe PART.
   - “Is there the only Dao?”

(14) [Zaiyin pobaoyi, neng wu li hu?] (Tao Ching)
   - Carry form soul embrace one, can no separation PART.
   - “Can the form and soul carry life along never be separated from each other?”

(15) Zhanmanqizhirou, neng ru yinger hu? (Tao Ching)
   - Special Qi cause tenderness, can like baby PART.
   - “Can the tenderness brought by special Qi be like a baby’s?”

(16) Xiuchu xuanlan, neng wu ci hu? (Tao Ching)
   - Cleanse inner-mind can no flaw PART.
   - “Can the inner mind be cleansed without any flaw?”

(17) Aiminhuo guo, neng wuyizhi hu? (Tao Ching)
   - Love people live country can no with knowledge PART.
   - “Can the love of the people and governance of the country be done without any knowledge?”

(18) Tianmenqihe, neng wei ci hu? (Tao Ching)
   - Universe door open close can do female PART.
   - “Can the door of the universe open and close naturally without being intentionally interfered?”

(19) Mingbaisiona, neng wu zhi hu? (Tao Ching)
   - Unequivocacy mastery, can no with deed PART.
   - “Can the unequivocal mastery be like without doing anything against nature?”

(20) [you kuang yurenhu?] (Tao Ching)
   - And morever about human PART.
   - “And what about the human beings?”

There are 2 yes-no questions ended with the question particle “ye” in the silk manuscripts of Tao Te Ching from Te
Ching.
(21) Fei ye?
   • Non PART.
   • “Is it non?”
(22) Qi wu zheng ye?
   • It no uprightness PART.
   • “Isn’t it upright?”
There are 5 yes-no questions ended with the question particle “yu” in the silk manuscripts of Tao Te Ching.
(23) Ciqi jian [zhi ben] yu? (Te Ching)
   • This it base of basis PART.
   • “Is this the basis of baseness?”
(24) Youzui yimian yu? (Te Ching)
   • Have sin with exempt PART.
   • “Is the sin you have exempted?”
(25) Feiyi qi wu zheng yu? (Te Ching)
   • Non with it no struggle PART.
   • “Isn’t that he is fighting for it?” (Te Ching)
(26) Que yi wu si yu? (Tao Ching)
   • Not with it no selfishness PART.
   • “Doesn’t it carry no selfishness?”
From the examples quoted above, the yes-no questions in the silk manuscripts of Tao Te Ching is marked with question particles “hu”, “ye” or “yu” at the end of the sentences, which carry interrogative features with them that play a very important role in the interpretation of the interrogation.

3. Wh-questions in Tao Te Ching

3.1. Wh-questions in the Traditional Handed-Down Version of Tao Te Ching

27 wh-questions are found in the handed-down classics of Tao Te Ching, of which wh-words are located in the initial position of 11 sentences, used as the subjects of the sentences, and different from yes-no questions there is no question particle in the sentences.
(28) Heweiguidahuan ruo shen?(Chapter 13)
   • What mean emphasize great illness like body
   • “What does it mean by emphasizing great illness as if you have your body?”
(29) Heweichongruiruojing?(Chapter 13)
   • What mean favor humiliation like surprise
   • “Doesn’t it carry no humiliation?”
(30) Shu neng yijiu?(Chapter 15)
   • Who can quiet with long
   • “Who can keep quiet for long?”
(31) Shu neng zhuoyizhi?(Chapter 15)
   • Who can chaos with stop
   • “Who can stop the chaos?”
(32) Shu wu ci zhe?(Chapter 23)
   • Who do this PART.
   • “Who does this?”
(33) Naihe yi wancheng zhi zhu, er yi shengqing tianxia? (Chapter 26)
   • Why with all of Lord but with body lighten world
   • “Why does the Lord of all take his body more precious than the world?”
(34) Fuhegu?(Chapter 50)
   • Oh what reason
   • “What’s the reason?”
(35) Shuzhiciji?(Chapter 58)
   • Who know this extreme
   • “Who knows the extreme of this?”
(36) Shu gan?(Chapter 74)
   • Who dare
   • “Who dares?”
(37) Shu neng youuyifeng tianxia?(Chapter 77)
   • Who can have abundance to serve world
   • “Who can serve the world with his abundance?”
There are 5 wh-questions in which the wh-words do not locate at the initial position of the sentences in the handed-down traditional classics of Tao Te Ching, but at the end of the sentences, questions particles of “zai” or “hu” are actually used.
(38) Wu heyizhizongfuzhizhuang zai (Chapter 21)
   • I what with know every creature of situation PART.
   • “How do I know the situation of everything?”
(39) Guzhi suoweiqu erquan zhe, qi xu yan zai?(Chapter 22)
   • Ancient of so-called yield and merit PART.
   • “Isn’t the so-called yielding merit empty talk in the ancient times?”
(40) Tiandi shang bu neng jiu,er kuangyu renhu?(Chapter 23)
   • Universe even not can long and moreover in human PART.
   • “Even the universe can’t last long, to say anything of human beings?”
(41) Wu heyizhitianxia ran zai? (Chapter 54)
   • I what with know world this PART.
   • “How do I know the universe like this?”
(42) Wu heyizhiqui ran zai?(Chapter 57)
   • I what with know it this PART.
   • “How do I know it like this?”
In the handed-down classics we find 4 wh-questions with wh-words located at the end or in the middle of the sentences and with no question particles at the end. The elements located in front of the wh-words, in fact, can be considered as topics of the sentences.
(43) Ming yu shen shu qin?(Chapter 44)
   • Fame and body who dear
   • “Which is dearer, fame or body?”
(44) Shen yu huo shu duo?(Chapter 44)
   • Body and goods who more
   • “Which is more, body or goods?”
(45) De yu wang shu bing?(Chapter 44)
   • Gain and loss who harmful
   • “Which is more harmful, gain or loss?”
7 wh-questions in the handed-down traditional classics of Tao TeChing carry relative clauses, in which no relative connectors are used, and therefore syntactically it is not obvious to read the sentences as relative clauses, but semantically the subordinate relationship between the two sentences can be interpreted, because Chinese is language which puts emphasis on concept instead of syntactic form.

(46) guzhisuoyi guici dao zhe he?(Chapter 62)
  * Ancient of why treasure this law PART. what
  * “That’s why ancient people treasure this law?”

There are 22 wh-questions in the silk manuscripts of Tao TeChing, five of which carry the question particle “ye” at the end of the sentence, quoted from Te Ching as follows:

(56) wu heyizhiqi ran ye?
  * I what with know it this PART.
  * “How do I know it’s like this?”

In the silk manuscripts of Tao TeChing, 1 wh-question carries the wh-question particle “zai” at the end of the sentence, quoted from Te Ching as follows:

(59) wu he yi zhi tianxian zhi ran zai?
  * I what with know universe of this PART.
  * “How do I know that the universe like this?”

There is also 1 wh-question from Te Ching that carries the question particle “hu” at the end of the sentence:

(60) shuneng you yuer you yiufengyu tian zhe hu?
  * Who can have abundance and have with make offering to universe PART. PART.
  * “Who can make offerings to the universe with the abundance of life he has?”

15 wh-questions don’t carry any particles at the end of the sentences, which make up 68.2% of all the wh-questions in the silk manuscripts of Tao TeChing. (61)-(63) read exactly the same with (43)-(45).

(61) ming yu shen shu qin?(Te Ching)
  * Fame and body who dear
  * “Which is dearer, fame or body?”

There is also 1 wh-question from Te Ching that carries the question particle “hu” at the end of the sentence:

(62) shen yu huo shu suo?(Te Ching)
  * Body and goods who more
  * “Which is more, body or goods?”

(63) de yu wang shu bing?(Te Ching)
  * Gain and loss who harmful
  * “Which is more harmful, gain or loss?”

There are 22 wh-questions in the silk manuscripts of Tao TeChing, five of which carry the question particle “ye” at the end of the sentences. The following five wh-questions are quoted from Te Ching.

(47) ji wu wu shen, wu you he huan?(Chapter 13)
  * And I no body I have what illness
  * “If I have no body, what illness do I have?”

(48) shanzhi yu e, xiangguruo he? (Chapter 20)
  * Kindness it and evil difference like what
  * “What is the difference between kindness and evil?”

(49) wei zhi yu e, xianggijuhe? (Chapter 20)
  * Respect it and vice difference how much
  * “What is the difference between respect and vice?”

(50) ren zhi bu shan, he qi zhi you? (Chapter 62)
  * People it not kind what discard it have
  * “What loss does it have if people are not kindhearted?”

(51) tian zhi suo e, shei zhi qi gu? (Chapter 73)
  * Universe it of dislike who know its reason
  * “Who knows the reason that it is disliked by the universe?”

(52) min bu wei, nai he yi wei shan? (Chapter 74)
  * People not frighten death how with death frighten them
  * “If people are not afraid of death, how can you frighten them with death?”

(53) baoyuanyide, an he yi wei shan? (Chapter 79)
  * Treat complaints with virtue how with do good
  * “If complaints are treated with virtue, how does good be done?”

From the syntactic features of wh-questions in the handed-down traditional classics of Tao TeChing, if the wh-words are located at the left periphery of the sentences, no questions particles are used at the end of the sentences, even in the (43)-(46) sentences that contain topics in left periphery. In wh-questions that carry relative clauses, no relative connectors are used.

3.2. Wh-questions in the Silk Manuscripts Version of Tao TeChing

There are 22 wh-questions in the silk manuscripts of Tao TeChing, five of which carry the question particle “ye” at the end of the sentences. The following five wh-questions are quoted from Te Ching.

(54) fuheguiye?
  * Oh what reason PART.
  * “Oh, what’s the reason?”

(55) he gui ye?
  * What reason PART.
  * “What’s the reason?”

(56) wu heyizhiqi ran ye?
  * I what with know it this PART.
  * “How do I know it’s like this?”

(57) gu zhisuoyi guici zhe he ye?
  * Ancient of why treasure this PART. what
  * “Why do ancient people treasure it like this?”

(58) nai heyishahzi ye?
  * How with frighten it PART.
  * “Why are you afraid of it?”

(59) wu he yi zhi tianxian zhi ran zai?
  * I what with know universe of this PART.
  * “How do I know that the universe like this?”

(60) shuneng you yuer you yiufengyu tian zhe hu?
  * Who can have abundance and have with make offering to universe PART. PART.
  * “Who can make offerings to the universe with the abundance of life he has?”

(61) ming yu shen shu qin?(Te Ching)
  * Fame and body who dear
  * “Which is dearer, fame or body?”

(62) shen yu huo shu suo?(Te Ching)
  * Body and goods who more
  * “Which is more, body or goods?”

(63) de yu wang shu bing?(Te Ching)
  * Gain and loss who harmful
  * “Which is more harmful, gain or loss?”

(64) shu zhi qiji?(Te Ching)
  * Who know its extreme
  * “Who knows its extreme?”

(65) ren zhi bu shan ye, he qi zhi you?(Te Ching)
  * People of no kindness Part. what loss it have
  * “What loss does it have if people are not kind-hearted?”

(66) tian zhi suo e, shu zhi qiji?(Te Ching)
  * Universe of Passive disgust who know its reason
  * “Who knows the reason why it is disgusted by the universe?”

(67) yan ke yi wei shan?(Te Ching)
  * How can with do good
  * “How can you do good with it?”

(68)-(75) are taken from Tao Ching.

(68) hewechongruoruojing?
  * What mean favor humiliation like surprise
  * “What does it mean by non-surprise at favor or humiliation?”

(69) hewei gu dian huan ruo shen?
  * What mean emphasize great illness like body
  * “What does it mean by emphasizing great illness as if you have your body?”

(70) shu zhi qiji?(Te Ching)
  * Who know its extreme
  * “Who knows its extreme?”

(71) ren zhi bu shan ye, he qi zhi you?(Te Ching)
  * People of no kindness Part. what loss it have
  * “What loss does it have if people are not kind-hearted?”

(72) tian zhi suo e, shu zhi qiji?(Te Ching)
  * Universe of Passive disgust who know its reason
  * “Who knows the reason why it is disgusted by the universe?”

(73) yan ke yi wei shan?(Te Ching)
  * How can with do good
  * “How can you do good with it?”

(74) (75) are taken from Tao Ching.

(68) hewechongruoruojing?
  * What mean favor humiliation like surprise
  * “What does it mean by non-surprise at favor or humiliation?”

(69) hewei gu dian huan ruo shen?
  * What mean emphasize great illness like body
  * “What does it mean by emphasizing great illness as if you have your body?”

(70) shu zhi qiji?(Te Ching)
  * Who know its extreme
  * “Who knows its extreme?”

(71) ren zhi bu shan ye, he qi zhi you?(Te Ching)
  * People of no kindness Part. what loss it have
  * “What loss does it have if people are not kind-hearted?”

(72) tian zhi suo e, shu zhi qiji?(Te Ching)
  * Universe of Passive disgust who know its reason
  * “Who knows the reason why it is disgusted by the universe?”

(73) yan ke yi wei shan?(Te Ching)
  * How can with do good
  * “How can you do good with it?”

(74)-(75) are taken from Tao Ching.

(68) hewechongruoruojing?
  * What mean favor humiliation like surprise
  * “What does it mean by non-surprise at favor or humiliation?”

(69) hewei gu dian huan ruo shen?
  * What mean emphasize great illness like body
  * “What does it mean by emphasizing great illness as if you have your body?”
3. Wh-questions in the Bamboo Slips Version of Tao Te Ching

The bamboo slips of Tao Te Ching unearthed out of the tomb in Guodian, Jingmen, Hubei Province, is the earliest version that we have ever been able to read. In that version of Tao Te Ching altogether 12 interrogative sentences can be read, of which none is a yes-no question, and none carries any question particle at the end of the sentence. The above mentioned examples show that up to 68.2% of all the wh-questions in the silk manuscripts of Tao Te Ching do not carry any wh-particle at the end of the sentences, while other wh-questions do carry some wh-question particles.
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The Distribution and Feature Checking of Interrogative Sentences in *Tao Te Ching*

interrogative domain marker, and the real wh-word is located in the specifier position of the embedded clause [1]. Cheng [1] claims that the wh-feature moves to the CP position of the matrix clause, and then the wh-phrase partially pied-piped to the CP position in the embedded clause.

From the above analysis, the wh-feature first moves to the CP position of the embedded clause, and this triggers the pied-piping of the wh-phrase. And then the wh-feature moves to the CP position of the matrix clause, and this movement leaves the wh-phrase in the CP position of the embedded clause behind it. Based on this hypothesis, Interrogative Feature Attraction Hypothesis [9], [10], [12], [13], [14] might be applied to the checking analysis of the syntactic features of interrogative sentences in *Tao Te Ching* in light of economy principle. As the interrogative sentences in *Tao Te Ching* are marked with question particles of "ye", "zai" and "hu" at the end of the sentences, and these question particles in archaic Chinese behave much similar with the question particle "ne" in modern Chinese, the just mentioned Interrogative Feature Attraction Hypothesis can be revised as follows:

(91) Interrogative Feature Attraction Hypothesis

In null specifier type of languages [8], the interrogative head with weak interrogative feature, located at the end of the interrogative sentence, which is represented as the question particle "ne"/ "ma" or the rising tone Q in modern Chinese, and "ye" / "zai" / "hu" in archaic Chinese, attracts the interrogative feature of the wh-word or the interrogative construction to move to spec CP position so that the interrogative feature is checked and thus the sentences can be interpreted as interrogative sentence.

The Interrogative Feature Attraction Hypothesis in (91) can be applied to the explanation of wh-questions in *Tao Te Ching*. As in the examples of (28)-(87), the wh-features of the wh-words “he” (what in English), “heyi” (why), “heru” (how), “jihe” (how much), “heyi” (what), “shu” (who), “ruohe” (like what), “hekuang” (what’s more), “an” (how) and “yan” (how/why) are moved respectively to the Spec position of CP in the initial position of the sentence to check the weak wh-feature of the head, and once checked, the sentence can be thus interpreted as wh-questions. The movement operation meet with the following 2 requirements of the Attraction Principle made by Frampton [3]: (1) There is no other candidate closer to the head X. (2) The formal features of the candidate match with those of the head X. Let us take (38) as an example. (92) in figure 1 is the tree diagram of (38).

As Chinese is a null specifier language [8], and the head feature in C of CP is weak, this weak head feature can not be checked off by attracting the whole category of the wh-word in (92) to move pied-piped to the spec position of CP. According to the Interrogative Feature Attraction Hypothesis in (91), the wh-feature carried by the wh-word is attracted to move to the spec position of CP to check off the weak head feature of the head C, and after the feature is moved, the category of the wh-word remains in situ, and thus the sentence can be interpreted as a wh-question.

5. Conclusion

The author in this thesis has made an exhaustive description of the interrogative sentences in the handed-down classics of *Tao Te Ching*, the silk manuscripts of *Tao Te Ching*, and the
bamboo slips of Tao Te Ching. Even though the syntactic and the semantic features of the interrogative sentences in the handed-down classics of Tao Te Ching, the silk manuscripts of Tao Te Ching, and the bamboo slips of Tao Te Ching are lightly different, the Interrogative Feature Attraction Hypothesis can be applied in the handed-down classics of Tao Te Ching, the silk manuscripts of Tao Te Ching, and the bamboo slips of Tao Te Ching to account for the syntactic feature checking operation of the interrogative sentences in the handed-down classics of Tao Te Ching, the silk manuscripts of Tao Te Ching, and the bamboo slips of Tao Te Ching. This shows that the hypothesis can be used to reveal the universal syntactic semantic features of interrogative sentences in natural languages.
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